During the development of periphery auditory circuits, spiral ganglion neurons (SGNs) extend their neurites to innervate cochlear hair cells (HCs) with their soma aggregated into a cluster spatially segregated from the cochlear sensory epithelium. The molecular mechanisms underlying this spatial patterning remain unclear. In this study, in situ hybridization in the mouse cochlea suggests that Slit2 and its receptor, Robo1/2, exhibit apparently complementary expression patterns in the spiral ganglion and its nearby region, the spiral limbus. In Slit2 and Robo1/2 mutants, the spatial restriction of SGNs was disrupted. Mispositioned SGNs were found to scatter in the space between the cochlear epithelium and the main body of spiral ganglion, and the neurites of mispositioned SGNs were misrouted and failed to innervate HCs. Furthermore, in Robo1/2 mutants, SGNs were displaced toward the cochlear epithelium as an entirety. Examination of different embryonic stages in the mutants revealed that the mispositioning of SGNs was due to a progressive displacement to ectopic locations after their initial normal settlement at an earlier stage. Our results suggest that Slit/Robo signaling imposes a restriction force on SGNs to ensure their precise positioning for correct SGN-HC innervations.
Introduction
Neural circuit assembly relies on the proper control of spatial patterning of different cell populations during development. The molecular mechanisms underlying the patterning of neuronal cell bodies into distinct clusters remain not well understood, although previous studies have shown that cell migration mediated by extracellular cues, such as Reelin, provides an important mechanism to establish cortical layers (Marín and Rubenstein, 2003; Frotscher, 2010) . The cochlea of the inner ear provides a good model to study the molecular regulation of spatial patterning of different cell groups during circuit assembly. In this peripheral auditory organ, sound signals converted by hair cells (HCs) are conveyed by spiral ganglion neurons (SGNs) to cochlear nucleus neurons in the brainstem. SGNs are the bipolar afferent neurons in the medial surface of the cochlear duct that run in parallel with HCs in the cochlear sensory epithelium. They form stereotyped connectivity with HCs in adult cochleae. During development, SGNs migrate out from the otocyst and cluster in the Rosenthal's canal to form an aggregation spatially separated from the cochlear epithelial layer (Fig. 1; Ruben, 1967) . SGNs subsequently extend their peripheral neurites into the cochlear sensory epithelium to innervate HCs, forming a topographic innervation pattern as revealed by organized radial fibers (RFs; Fig. 2A-D ; Appler and Goodrich, 2011; Nayagam et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2011) . Although previous studies have characterized in detail the differentiation and morphological development of HCs and SGNs (Kelley, 2006; Grimsley-Myers et al., 2009; Kelly and Chen, 2009; Lu et al., 2011; Coate et al., 2012; Groves and Fekete, 2012) , the molecular mechanisms underlying the spatial patterning of SGNs during their innervation of HCs are largely elusive.
In this study, we demonstrate the role of an axon guidance cue, Slit2 in controlling the spatial positioning of SGN cell bodies in the cochlear development. Based on microarray analysis and in situ hybridization, we found that Slit2 was strongly expressed in the spiral limbus (SL) with the Slit2 receptors Robo1 and Robo2, expressed in spiral ganglion (SG), forming an apparently local complementary expression pattern. In mouse mutants for Slit2 and for both Robo1 and Robo2 (referred as Robo1/2 in the text), the spatial restriction of SGNs was disrupted with more severe phenotypes in the Robo1/2 mutant. By tracing developmental changes, we found that the displacement of SGNs occurred progressively after their initial normal settlement at an earlier stage.
Thus, Slit/Robo signaling serves to prevent SGNs from escaping from the Rosenthal's canal and invading the tissue around the cochlear sensory epithelium. Our results revealed a previously unrecognized role of Slit/Robo signaling in maintaining the spatial restriction of distinct cell assemblies. Such restricted spatial patterning may be an important basis for the formation of precise innervation patterns in the peripheral nervous system.
Materials and Methods
Mouse strains. Mice were handled according to the protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees at the University of Southern California. Mice of either sex were used and generated in a mixed CD-1/129Sv/C57BL/6 background. To generate Slit mutants, we crossed Slit1 Ϫ/ Ϫ ; Slit2 ϩ/ Ϫ , Slit2 ϩ/ Ϫ , Slit3 ϩ/ Ϫ animals and obtained the desired mutants. Robo mutants were obtained by crossing double heterozygous Robo1;Robo2 animals, which have the two mutant alleles (1.8 megabases apart) already linked to the same chromosome 16 (Ma and Tessier-Lavigne, 2007). Genotyping of Slit1, Slit2, Slit3, Robo1, and Robo2 was done by PCR as described previously (Plump et al., 2002; Yuan et al., 2003; Grieshammer et al., 2004; Sabatier et al., 2004) . Genotyping of Neurogenin1-cre/ERT2 and Ai14 (ROSA-LSL-tdTomato) was done by PCR following previous descriptions (Koundakjian et al., 2007; Madisen et al., 2010) . All the mouse mutants examined in the current study are lethal at birth, which limited our examination of cochlear innervation pattern at embryonic stages only. Plug dates were designated as embryonic day 0 (E0).
Tissue dissection, FM1-43 staining, and FACS. Cochlear epithelium was dissected from mouse pups between postnatal day (P) 5 to P7 as previously described (Doetzlhofer et al., 2006; Lelli et al., 2009 ). For FM1-43 dye staining, whole-mount cochleae from wild-type mice were bathed with 5 M FM1-43 (Invitrogen) for 30 s followed by extensive wash with PBS. SG was trimmed away from both the FM1-43-stained wild-type cochlea and Parvalbumin (PV)-Cre; Ai14 (ROSA-LSLtdTomato) cochlea. Tissues from both sources were then treated with activated papain (20 U/ml plus 1 mM L-cysteine; Worthington) for 20 min followed by 2 min crude trypsin (0.5 mg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich) treatment. DMEM (Invitrogen) plus 10% FBS were added and tissue was triturated to achieve complete dissociation. FACS was performed at Flow Cytometry Core Facility at the University of Southern California. Cell suspensions were fed into a BDAriaII sorter and purified using 488 nm laser excitation and 100 m CytoNozzle. Distinct cell populations were collected into DMEM plus 10% FBS and pelleted down through centrifuge.
RNA amplification and microarray data analysis. Cells from different experiments were pooled. RNA was extracted using PicoPure RNA isolation kit (Arcturus) from distinct purified cell populations. Three independent pools of RNA from each population were amplified using WT-Ovation Pico amplification kit (Nugen) and labeled for microarray experiments performed at the Children's Hospital Los Angeles Genomics Core. Samples were profiled on GeneChip Mouse Genome 430 2.0 Array (Affymetrix). Microarray data analysis was conducted within R environment. The raw expression data were normalized with MAS5.0 algorithm and filtered before logarithm transformation (Bolstad et al., 2003) . Pairwise comparison for each probe set between the two groups was performed by empirical Bayes method, and differentially expressed probe sets were identified as having an absolute signal log ratio Ն1.0, and a false discovery rate value Յ5% (Smyth, 2004) . Gene annotation and ontology information was obtained from the National Center for Biotechnology Information, NetAffx, the Gene Ontology Consortium, and the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes. Significant enrichment of specific gene sets was assessed with gene set analysis method (Efron and Tibshirani, 2007) . Gene set information was obtained from Gene Set Enrichment Analysis website (Subramanian et al., 2005) .
Immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization. Whole-mount cochleae were dissected from embryos at specific stages using timely pregnant females and fixed with 4% PFA overnight. The cochlea was first permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 for 10 min, blocked with 10% serum plus 3% BSA in PBS for 2 h at room temperature, and then incubated with first antibody overnight at 4°C. After washout, Alexa- Figure 1 . Schematic illustration of the assembly of peripheral auditory circuitry. Early in development (ϳE10), SGNs delaminate from the developing otocyst and coalesce to form a tight cluster in the Rosenthal's canal close to the modiolus by E13. SGNs subsequently extend their peripheral neurites (starting from E14) to innervate HCs located in the organ of Corti (OC) at the cochlear epithelium while their somas are restricted within the Rosenthal's canal, forming topographically organized connectivity. conjugated secondary antibodies (1:800; Invitrogen) were added for 2 h at room temperature. Confocal z-stack images were obtained using Fluoview1000 (Olympus), projected using National Institutes of Health ImageJ, and then further processed using Inkscape. Antibodies used in this study and their dilution were as follows: Alexa488-conjugated TUJ1 mouse antibody (1:300; Covance), PV (rabbit polyclonal antibody; 1:600; Swant), MyoVI (rabbit polyclonal antibody; 1:600; Millipore), Alexa546-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG antibodies (1:800; Invitrogen). In situ hybridization was performed on whole-mount cochleae using digoxigenin-labeled cRNA probes following previous descriptions (Zine et al., 2001 ). Probes were generated using the templates previously published: Slit1, Slit2, Slit3, Robo1, Robo2, and Rig1 .
Image analysis. All the confocal image stacks were processed in Fiji (ImageJ) software and 3D reconstructions were performed using Neurolucida software. The positions of inner HCs and the boundaries of SG were identified based on the immunostaining signals of MYO6 and TUJ1, respectively, from the image series of the confocal Z stack and marked by red and blue dotted lines, respectively, on the Z projection images (see Figs. 6, 7) . For early stages [embryonic day (E) 14], when HCs have not been marked by Myo6 immunostaining, we outlined the boundary of the cochlear lateral wall with white dotted lines instead. We measured the radial distance from the lateral boundary of SG to inner HCs (SGN-IHC distance) or the cochlear lateral wall (SGN-LW distance) for every fourth RF bundles along the base-apex axis. These measurements were plotted against their corresponding positions along the base-apex axis of the cochlea for selected examples from different genotypes. For consistency, statistical comparisons between different genotypes were focused on the middle part of the cochlea along the base-apex axis. To quantify the expansion of SGs in Robo mutants, we measured the width of SGs similarly as we did for SGN-IHC distance for each mutant tissue as well as wild-type tissues and then we subtracted the averaged width of wild-type tissues from each mutant tissue and plotted the values against different developmental stages.
Results

Identifying Slit as a potential candidate for shaping cochlear patterning
To identify genes that are important for the patterning of SGN-HC innervations, we screened for genes that are differentially expressed in nonsensory cells of the cochlear epithelium and HCs by performing a microarray transcriptome analysis. In particular, we focused on genes that are enriched in nonsensory cells, as it has been observed previously that in mouse mutants lacking HCs or mutants with immature HCs, SGNs are correctly positioned and are able to innervate the sensory epithelium (Xiang et al., 1998 (Xiang et al., , 2003 Fritzsch et al., 2005) .
We took two complementary approaches to specifically label HCs so that we could separate them from nonsensory cells during P5-P7. In the first approach, we used the styryl dye FM1-43, which can permeate the mechanotransduction channel of HCs and has been used to study the acquisition of mechanosensitivity in HCs (Gale et al., 2001; Géléoc and Holt, 2003; Meyers et al., 2003; Lelli et al., 2009) . Consistent with previous reports, FM1-43 was able to label HCs robustly, whereas other cells in the cochlea epithelium were not labeled ( Fig. 2E ; Materials and Methods). In the second approach, we screened several Cre-driver mouse lines with the Cre expression controlled by the promoters of various calcium-binding proteins. We found that in the PV-Cre line (Hippenmeyer et al., 2005) , Cre activity in the cochlea was limited to HCs, although the outer HCs were labeled in a mosaic pattern, as shown by the red fluorescence pattern in the PV-Cre mice crossed with a Cre-dependent tdTomato reporter line, Ai14 (Madisen et al., 2010; Fig. 2F ) . In addition to HCs, SGNs could be significantly labeled by both approaches (data not shown) and were trimmed away during the tissue dissection step.
Combining the two approaches, we purified HCs and nonsensory cells of the cochlea by FACS ( Fig. 2G ; Materials and Methods). After sorting, we observed Ͼ90% purity of HCs in the fluorescence-positive population and no fluorescent cells in the negative population (data not shown). We compared the expression value of each individual probe between the two cell populations ( Fig. 2H ; Materials and Methods). The established HC markers were found to be highly enriched in the fluorescencepositive (i.e., HC) population ( Fig. 2 H , genes 1-10 in the table, red circles), while the established markers for cochlear supporting cells were highly enriched in the negative population ( Fig.  2 H , genes 11-17 in the table, green circles). This result confirmed the validity and sensitivity of our experimental method.
From the analysis of a selected list of axon guidance molecules and morphogens, we found that Slit molecules, in particular Slit2, stood out as a top candidate potentially involved in regulating the spatial patterning of SGNs, as they were highly enriched in the nonsensory cell population (Fig. 2I ).
Expression pattern of Slit in the developing cochlea
To verify the expression of Slit genes in the cochlea, we performed in situ hybridization for all three Slit genes in the whole-mount cochlea (see Materials and Methods). At E16, strong Slit1 signals were found in the SG (Fig. 2 J, M ). On the other hand, strong Slit2 signals were located in the spiral limbus (SL) as well as part of the greater epithelial ridge (GER or Kolliker's organ) region (Fig. 2 K, N ) . Slit3 expression was located in similar regions as Slit2 although the signal was weaker (Fig. 2 L, O) . These data are largely in agreement with our microarray data at postnatal stages as well as the previous descriptions of Slit expression patterns in the chick and mouse cochlea (Holmes et al., 1998; Yuan et al., 1999; Holmes and Niswander, 2001; Marillat et al., 2002; Webber and Raz, 2006; Battisti and Fekete, 2008 ; Shared Harvard Inner-Ear Laboratory Database, https://shield.hms.harvard.edu/).
Defects in SGN positioning in the Slit2 mutant
To elucidate the roles of different Slit molecules in the cochlear development, we first examined the innervation pattern between SGNs and HCs at E18. In the wild-type animal, SGN cell bodies were well restricted in the Rosenthal's canal close to the modiolus, and their peripheral neurites were bundled into RFs to innervate both the inner HCs and outer HCs (Fig. 3A-C) . In Slit2 Ϫ/Ϫ embryos ( Fig. 3G-I ), a significant number of SGN cell bodies were not restrained within the Rosenthal's canal but ectopically distributed (red arrows). The neurites of these mispositioned SGNs mostly traveled along the longitudinal axis and appeared not to innervate HCs (Fig. 3G-I , white arrows). Noticeably, the majority of SGNs were located correctly within the Rosenthal's canal (Fig. 3G) , and their peripheral neurites innervated HCs correctly. This is evidenced by the normal organization of type I and II fibers ( Fig. 3P -R, compared with wild type in M-O), which innervate inner and outer HCs respectively , although some overshooting fibers originating from the mispositioned SGNs were seen. The 3D reconstruction of confocal image stacks showed that the cell bodies of those individually misplaced neurons were located in the space dorsal to the cochlear sensory epithelium along the pathway of SGN-HC projections ( Fig. 4P-R) . Such mispositioning of SGNs was not observed in Slit1 Ϫ/Ϫ (Fig. 3D-F ) or Slit3 Ϫ/Ϫ cochlea ( Fig. 3J-L) . We quantified the number of mispositioned SGNs per cochlea (Fig. 3S) . Only Slit2 Ϫ/Ϫ mutants exhibited mispositioned SGNs. Since Slit molecules have been shown to regulate axon fasciculation (Jaworski and Tessier-Lavigne, 2012), we also quantified the fasciculation of RFs (see Materials and Methods). Overall there was no significant difference in the fasciculation pattern between wild-type animals and Slit mutants (Fig. 3T ) , although small subtle differences could not be completely excluded. Thus, the mispositioning of SGNs and their mistargeting in the Slit2 mutant is unlikely due to a defasciculation of SGN axons.
Developmental progression of SGNs mispositioning in the Slit2 mutant
We further examined the SGN patterning at different developmental stages in the Slit2 mutant. In E13 wild-type embryos, SGNs had migrated out from the otocyst and settled down in Rosenthal's canal (Fig. 4 A, B) . No mispositioned SGN was observed in the Slit2 mutant at this stage (Fig. 4G,H ) . At E14, in the wild-type littermates, the boundary of the SG remained clean, and some SGNs began to extend peripheral neurites toward the sensory epithelium (Fig. 4C,D) . However, in the Slit2 mutant, a small number of SGNs were found to be separated from the main body of the SG (Fig. 4 I, J, red arrows) . Some of them had already extended neurites of substantial lengths while some others just started to grow neurites (Fig. 4I , white and blue arrows). At E16, the peripheral neurites of SGNs in wild-type embryos had innervated inner HCs and started to explore outer HCs, with their cell bodies well restricted within the Rosenthal's canal (Fig. 4 E, F ) . In the Slit2 mutant, mispositioned SGNs more distant from the main body of the SG were found (Fig. 4 K, L ,V, red arrows in K, white arrows in V ). The 3D reconstruction of the whole-mount cochlea of the Slit2 mutant further indicated that the mispositioned neurons were consistently located in the space dorsal to the cochlear epithelium, instead of within the cochlear epithelium per se (Fig. 4V-X , example for an E16 cochlea). Importantly, the neurites originated from these ectopic SGNs largely extended in the longitudinal direction and were restricted in the space dorsal to the cochlear epithelium without entering the organ of Corti (Fig. 4P-R,Y ) .
As shown in the summary, the average number of mispositioned SGNs per cochlea steadily increased from E13 to E16 in the Slit2 Ϫ/Ϫ mutant (Fig. 4Z) . Individual ectopic neurons started to emerge in close proximity to the SG at ϳE14 (Fig.  4A1) . As development progressed, an increasing number of ectopic neurons were observed over a wider range of distances away from the SG (Fig. 4A1 ). In addition, we found that the ectopic neurons positioned farther away from the SG generally tended to have longer neurites compared with those located closer to the ganglion (Fig. 4B1 ,Y, example neurites extended from the ectopic neurons in Y ), suggesting that as ectopic SGNs drift away from the SG, their neurites progressively elaborate from the soma.
These observations collectively indicate that in the Slit2 mutant, SGNs are dispersed from the SG toward the cochlea epithelium in a progressive manner starting from as early as E14. Based on the fact that Slit2 is strongly expressed in the SL and GER regions close to the cochlear epithelium, our data suggest that Slit2 molecules released from the SL and GER regions provide a restriction force to prevent SGN cell bodies from leaving the Rosenthal's canal while allowing their neurites to extend into the cochlear epithelium.
Expression pattern of Robo in the developing cochleae
We next asked whether the effect of Slit2 on SGN positioning is mediated through its Robo receptors. First, we examined whether Robo was expressed in SGNs during the time they innervate HCs by performing in situ hybridization for three Robo genes in the whole-mount cochlea (see Materials and Methods). We found that at E16 both Robo1 and Robo2 were strongly expressed by SGNs as well as the supporting cells in and around the organ of Corti (Fig. 5I-L) . We did not detect significant Robo3 expression in the cochlea (data not shown). These expression data suggest that SGNs might depend on Robo1 and Robo2 to interpret the signals of Slit2 secreted from the SL/GER regions. If this is the case, the mutants for Robo1 and Robo2 should recapitulate the phenotype of the Slit2 mutant. 
SGN mispositioning in the Robo1/Robo2 double mutant
To address whether Robo1 and Robo2 indeed mediate the Slit2 function, we examined the SGN-HC innervation pattern in Robo1/2 double mutants at E18. A small number of SGNs were found to mislocate in the space dorsal to the cochlear epithelium in the Robo1 Ϫ/Ϫ ; Robo2 Ϫ/Ϫ double mutant. This defect is similar to that found in the Slit2 mutant, but the number of identifiable mispositioned cells was much smaller (Fig. 5E-H,O) . In contrast, no mispositioned SGN was observed in the Robo1 ϩ/Ϫ ; Robo2 ϩ/Ϫ littermates ( Fig. 5A-D,O) or wild-type littermates (data not shown). Also similar as in the Slit2 mutant, the neurites of those mispositioned SGNs were misguided and did not innervate HCs (Fig. 5E-H ) . The similarity of the defects found in Slit2 and Robo1/2 mutants suggests that Slit2 indeed interacts with Robo1 and Robo2 to ensure the correct positioning of SGN cell bodies.
Since Robos are also expressed in the supporting cells surround the organ of Corti, we examined the structural arrangement of the cochlear epithelium using phalloidin staining (Grimsley-Myers et al., 2009 ). We did not observe any significant alterations of the overall cochlear structure in Robo1/2 double mutants in comparison with their heterozygous littermates (Fig.  5 M, N ) or wild-type littermates (data not shown).
Expansion of SGN boundary in the Robo1/2 double mutant
In the Slit2 mutant, most SGNs are in their normal position with only a small number of cells scattered toward the cochlear epithelium. In sharp contrast, in the Robo1 Ϫ/Ϫ ; Robo2 Ϫ/Ϫ double mutant at E18, the large population of SGNs, in addition to individually mispositioned SGNs, was not restricted within the Rosenthal's canal any more but shifted toward the sensory epithelium as an entirety (Fig. 6C, D, G,H ) . This was not observed in the Robo1 ϩ/Ϫ ; Robo2 ϩ/Ϫ (Fig. 6 A, B , E, F ) or wild-type littermates (data not shown). We measured the radial distance between the lateral boundary of the SG and inner HCs (SGN-IHC distance; Fig. 6 B, D, F , H, red lines with double arrowheads) along the base-apex axis of the entire cochlea (Fig. 7N ) . In the middle region of the cochlea, the SGN-IHC distance was significantly reduced in Robo1 Ϫ/Ϫ ;Robo2 Ϫ/Ϫ embryos compared with Robo1 ϩ/Ϫ ; Robo2 ϩ/Ϫ or wild-type littermates (Fig. 7O) , while the total radial distance from the medial boundary of the SG to inner HCs remained largely unchanged (data not shown). As a result, the width of SG (Fig.  6B,D (Fig. 6E) or wild-type littermates. We did not observe significant difference in SGN-IHC distance, SG width, or SGN-HC projection pattern between the Robo1 ϩ/Ϫ ; Robo2 ϩ/Ϫ and wild-type embryos.
We cross-sectioned the cochlear tissue from Robo1 Ϫ/Ϫ ;Robo2 Ϫ/Ϫ , Robo1 ϩ/Ϫ ; Robo2 ϩ/Ϫ , and wild-type littermates to further analyze the spatial relationship between the SG and the cochlear epithelium. In the Robo1 Ϫ/Ϫ ; Robo2 Ϫ/Ϫ tissue, the SG extended dramatically toward the cochlear epithelium but had not invaded it yet (Fig.  6K,L) . The overall cochlear structural pattern was thus preserved. No difference was observed between Robo1 ϩ/Ϫ ;Robo2 ϩ/Ϫ (Fig. 6I,J) and wild-type (data not shown) tissue. These observations are consistent with the results from the whole-mount preparations.
In an independent experiment to verify Robo mutant phenotypes, we genetically labeled SGNs on the Robo mutant background by crossing mouse lines carrying the following alleles: Neurogenin1-CreER (Koundakjian et al., 2007) , Ai14 (Madisen et al., 2010) , and Robo1
. In embryos carrying all the four alleles, SGNs were labeled sparsely by tdTomato expression ( Fig. 6M-P) , consistent with the previous report (Koundakjian et al., 2007) . While the sparsely labeled SGNs were tightly packed in the central cochlea in Robo1 (Fig. 6M,N) or wild-type embryos (data not shown), they were much more dispersed toward the sensory epithelium in Robo1
Ϫ/Ϫ embryos ( Fig. 6O,P) , consistent with an extension of the lateral SG boundary toward the sensory epithelium (Fig. 6K,L) .
Developmental progression of SGN territory expansion in Robo mutants
We also performed developmental studies to determine when the expansion of SG boundary occurred in Robo1/2 double mutants. At E14, SGNs were normally located in the central cochlea in both Robo1 ϩ/Ϫ ; Robo2 ϩ/Ϫ (Fig. 7 A, C) and Robo1 Ϫ/Ϫ ; Robo2 Ϫ/Ϫ (Fig.  7 B, D) embryos, compared to wild-type embryos (data not shown). There was no significant difference in the radial distance from the lateral SG boundary to the lateral wall (SGN-LW distance; Fig. 7 A, B , red lines with double arrowheads) or SG width (Fig. 7 A, B , blue lines with double arrowheads) between wild- White arrows point to the mispositioned SGNs, which were positive for both TUJ1 and PV staining. Scale bar, 25 m.
type, Robo1 ϩ/Ϫ ; Robo2 ϩ/Ϫ , and Robo1 Ϫ/Ϫ ; Robo2 Ϫ/Ϫ embryos ( Fig. 7O and data not shown, respectively) . These results suggest that the initial migration of SGNs from the otocyst and their settlement in the Rosenthal's canal are not altered in the Robo1/2 mutant. At E16, however, the SGN-IHC distance was significantly shorter in Robo1 Fig. 7E-L, M,O) or wild-type littermates. At the same time, the SG width became broader in the Robo mutants in comparison with their heterozygous or wildtype littermates (data not shown). We quantified the distance for SG expansion in the Robo1/2 mutant across developmental stages and found that SG lateral boundary progressively shifted toward the cochlear epithelium (Fig. 7P ). Also consistent with the notion of SG expansion, SGN density was significantly reduced in Robo1 Ϫ/Ϫ ;Robo2 Ϫ/Ϫ embryos in comparison with their Robo1 ϩ/Ϫ ; Robo2 ϩ/Ϫ or wild-type littermates as examined at E18 (Fig. 7Q) . Together, our data indicate that, in Robo mutants, the entire SGN territory is expanded progressively toward the sensory epithelium after the initial migration and settlement of SGNs is accomplished, similar to the developmental progression of the defect found in the Slit2 mutant.
Discussion
The assembly of cochlear circuits follows discrete steps during embryonic development. The specific pattern of cochlear innervations provides a good model to examine molecular mechanisms underlying the local organization of different cell populations and their interactions. Using this model, our study revealed a molecular mechanism that is critical for the control of the cochlear patterning at early developmental stages. Our genetic analysis has revealed a novel functional role of Slit-Robo signaling: to restrict spatial positioning of periphery neurons, i.e., to stabilize the position of SGNs in the Rosenthal's canal and to prevent them from migrating out abnormally during the assembly of peripheral auditory circuits.
Potential origin of the mispositioned neurons
Several lines of evidence support the idea that that the mispositioned neurons are abnormally migrated SGNs. First, the mispositioned neurons expressed the same markers as the rest of SGNs. In addition to TUJ1, we also identified PV as an early marker for SGNs. As shown by Figure 8 , staining with the antibody to PV revealed SGN soma positioning similarly as TUJ1 staining across developmental stages, starting as early as E13. The individually mispositioned neurons in the Slit2 mutant were consistently labeled by PV staining, which overlapped with TUJ1 staining (Fig. 8M-O) , further supporting the idea that the mispositioned neurons express the same markers as the other SGNs. In addition, mispositioned neurons in Robo1/2 mutants also express neurogenin1 as other SGNs. Second, the mispositioned neurons were mostly located along the SG-HC Figure 9 . A proposed model for Slit/Robo signaling in restricting SGN positioning. Early in development (ϳE10), SGNs delaminate from the otocyst, migrate toward the modiolus, and settle down in the Rosenthal's canal by E13.5. Subsequently, SGNs extend their peripheral axons toward the organ of Corti (OC) at E14 and begin to form synaptic connections with HCs at E16. The SGN somas are restrained within the Rosenthal's canal during the formation of SGN-HC innervations in the wild-type cochlea. Slit2 (and possibly Slit3) secreted from the SL and GER regions acts on Robo receptors expressed in SGNs and provides the restriction force to restrain SGNs from migrating toward the cochlear epithelium. In the Slit2 mutant cochlea, a number of SGNs disperse from the Rosenthal's canal progressively and were eventually located in the space dorsal to the cochlear epithelium. During this process, their neurites progressively extend out from the soma and largely travel along the longitudinal direction and appear not to innervate HCs. In the Robo mutant, a small number of SGNs are scattered dorsal to the cochlear epithelium similarly as in the Slit2 mutant. In addition, the entire SGN territory expands progressively toward the cochlear epithelium starting from E14, resulting in a shorter SGN-HC distance as well as a broader SGN width. The more severe defect in the Robo mutant compared with the Slit2 mutant suggests that additional factors act synergistically with Slit2 on Robo receptors to restrict the SGN soma within the Rosenthal's canal, which is essential for the formation of precise patterning of SGN-HC connections.
projections (especially in Robo mutants) dorsal to the cochlear epithelium, but not inside the epithelium, as shown by the 3D images of the whole-mount cochlea as well as the images of transverse sections. This argues against the possibility that the mispositioned neurons are generated de novo in the cochlear epithelium, although the cells there (e.g., in Kolliker's organ) are capable of being converted to neurons (Puligilla et al., 2010) and Slit/Robo signaling has been shown to modulate neurogenesis (Borrell et al., 2012) . Third, the spatial and temporal pattern of the mispositioned neurons further supports the idea that such neurons originate from the SG. In the Slit2 mutant, individual ectopic neurons start to emerge in close proximity to the SG at ϳE14 (Fig. 4I,A1 ). As development progresses, ectopic neurons are increased in number with some cells located farther away from the ganglion (Fig. 4A1) . This is consistent with the notion that more and more SGNs are migrating out of the ganglion and toward the lateral wall. In the Robo1/2 mutant, the lateral expansion of the SG starts ϳE14 and proceeds progressively over time (Fig. 7P) . Furthermore, we found that ectopic neurons located farther away from the SG (i.e., more laterally located) generally have longer neurites compared with those located closer to the ganglion (Fig. 4B1) , suggesting that neurites progressively elaborate from the soma after the neurons migrate out of the ganglion. Together these results are consistent with a concept that the mispositioned cells are progressively dispersed from the SG.
Molecular cues for SGN positioning
Previously it was reported that in ErbB2 mutant mice SGNs migrate beyond their normal position and settle down abnormally in the modiolus (Morris et al., 2006 ). Here we found that after the initial migration is accomplished, SGNs are progressively dispersed toward the sensory epithelium as an entirety in Robo mutants and to a lesser degree are dispersed as individual cells in Slit2 mutants (Fig. 9) . It is likely that Slit/Robo and ErbB2 signaling prevents SGNs from escaping into the cochlear epithelium and modiolus respectively, thus ensuring their precise spatial patterning. Indicated by its expression pattern, Slit2 is likely secreted from the SL and GER regions, setting up the lateral boundary of the SG. Since Slit is not the only ligand for Robo (Ypsilanti et al., 2010) , the massive expansion of SGN territory in Robo mutants but not in Slit2 mutants (Fig. 9) suggests that other Robo ligands might act synergistically with Slit2 to impose the restriction force so as to maintain a compact SGN cluster. Thus, by restricting the SGN positioning, Slit/Robo signaling can maintain a clear spatial segregation between SGNs and their target tissue, the cochlear sensory epithelium. This separation ensures the compartmentalization of distinct cell populations and prevents them from intermingling into a scrambled organization in the cochlea. Such molecular function is reminiscent of the restriction of cell intermingling between hindbrain segments by the interaction of Eph receptors and their Ephrin ligand (Mellitzer et al., 1999; Xu et al., 2000) .
Spatial positioning mediated by Slit/Robo signaling Previous studies suggest that both contact-dependent cell-cell interactions (e.g., through Ephrin-Eph receptors; Mellitzer et al., 1999) and extracellular cues, such as Reelin (Marín and Rubenstein, 2003; Frotscher, 2010) , play important roles in regulating the migration or spatial positioning of cells. In the developing inner ear, specific expression of axon guidance molecules were revealed previously (Webber and Raz, 2006; Fekete and Campero, 2007; Appler and Goodrich, 2011) , but their potential roles in the development of spatial organization of cochlear cells have not been examined. Axon guidance molecules are important in determining neuronal innervation patterns in both peripheral nervous systems and CNSs Yamamoto et al., 2002; Huberman et al., 2008; Salinas and Zou, 2008; Cho et al., 2009; Shen and Cowan, 2010) . Of the guidance molecules, Slits are of particular interest as they have been shown to play essential roles in various processes, such as axon guidance, branching, and fasciculation, as well as cell migration through the Robo receptors Ma and Tessier-Lavigne, 2007; Ypsilanti et al., 2010; Xiao et al., 2011) . Their function in the inner ear development and patterning is not known. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration that Slit/Robo signaling plays an essential role in shaping the spatial patterning of distinct cell populations in the nervous system. The correct assembly and positioning of SGN cell bodies appears critical for their afferent axons to navigate to HCs without errors. As shown in both Slit2 and Robo1/2 mutants, the neurites of the individually mispositioned neurons travel randomly and appear not to innervate HCs. Interestingly, in Robo1/2 mutants, most of laterally displaced cells within the main body of the SG can still make correct innervations of HCs, although we did observe increased frequency of crossing fibers. One possibility is that the axons of dispersed neurons within the body of SGs are able to follow the path provided by the axon fascicles from the normally positioned neurons, due to their close proximity to those axon fascicles, while those individually mispositioned neurons may be too far apart for their axons to join the normal axon fascicles. In addition, the misrouted axons from the mispositioned neurons suggest that the guidance cues for SG-HC neurite pathfinding are not present in the ectopic locations. The in situ results suggest that Slit molecules are expressed in SGNs, especially Slit1. Since we did not observe any abnormality in Slit1 mutant, the role of SGN-expressed Slit molecules remains to be elucidated. Microarray data also suggest that Slit is expressed at postnatal stages. Whether Slit/Robo signaling exerts at these stages the same function of spatially restricting SGNs or plays additional roles remains to be investigated in the future. Together, the spatially precise positioning of SGN cell bodies by Slit/Robo interactions may provide an essential control for the formation of precise cochlear innervations.
Notes
Supplemental material for this article is available at https://sites.google. com/site/slitrobozhanglab/. Included in the website are four movies of the confocal Z-stack images spanning the entire depth of the E18 cochlea. Movies show, for example, images of wild type, Slit2 mutant, and Robo1/2 Het cochleae, as well as images of Robo1/2 mutant cochlea. One movie shows rotating views of a 3D reconstructed image from an example Slit2 mutant cochlea. This material has not been peer reviewed. 
